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Abstract: This study presents a new method on 3D visualization in reservoir modeling system by using the 
computation power of modern programmable Graphics hardware (GPU). The proposed scheme is devised to achieve 
parallel processing of massive reservoir logging data. By taking advantage of the GPU's parallel processing 
capability, moreover, the performance of our scheme is discussed in comparison with that of the implementation 
entirely running on CPU. Experimental results clearly show that the proposed parallel processing can remarkably 
accelerate the data clustering task. Especially, although data-transferring from GPU to CPU is generally costly, 
acceleration by GPU is significant to save the total execution time of data-clustering and also significantly alleviates 
the computing load on CPU. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In the past years, there exist many applications of 

the 3D scientific visualization and acceleration in 
numerous areas, such as the online game, the 3D scene 
wander, the flight simulation, virtual operation and so 
forth. In particular, 3D visualization of complex 
reservoir modeling is proved to be a highly competitive 
and important task. In the reservoir modeling, the 
location and the shape of moving objects should be 
drawn in real time. The refresh of the frames should not 
be noticed by users when the viewpoint changed 
(Haldorsen and Damsleth, 1990; Omre, 1991; Manocha, 
2005). Moreover, the scene also should be redrawn to 
adjust with the action of people. Especially, there are 
enormous of data should be processed to construct the 
complex reservoir modeling. 

Unfortunately, most of the modeling software can 
only sustain limited logging data (Dubrule, 1993; 
Yorozu et al., 1987). The transformation of the model 
would be too slow to display. At the meantime, the 
information could lose if we reduce the logging data 
increasing with the size and dimension of data sets. For 
the purpose of accelerating the speed for massive data 
processing, many approaches for parallel data clustering 
have been proposed (Kruger and Westermann, 2003; Li 
et al., 2003).  

This study presents an effective implementation 
scheme of 3D scientific visualization of the reservoir 
modeling system, in which each PC is equipped with a 
commodity programmable Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU). The proposed scheme is designed to achieve 
paralleling processing commoditization of modern 
GPUs, leading to a relatively low price per unit and 
rapid development of next generation processors. 
 
Graphics Processing Unit and CUDA: GPU’s 
amazing evolution on both computational capability 
and functionality extends application of GPU to the 
field of non-graphics computation, which is so-called 
General Purpose computation on GPUs (GPGPU) 
(Moreland and Angel, 2003; Trendall and Steward, 
2000). Design and development of GPGPU are 
becoming significant because of the following reasons: 
 

• Cost-performance: Using only commodity 

hardware is important to achieve high computing 

performance at a low cost and GPUs have become 

commonplace even in low-end PCs. Due to the 

hardware architecture designed for exploiting 

parallelism of graphics, even today’s low-end GPU 

exhibits high-performance for data-parallel 

computing. In addition, GPU has much higher 

sequential memory access performance than CPU, 

because one of GPU’s key tasks is filling regions 

of  memory  with  contiguous   texture  data 

(Agarwal et al., 2003). That is, GPU’s dedicated 

memory can provide data to GPU’s processing 

units at the high memory bandwidth. 

• Evolution speed: GPU’s performance such as the 
number of floating-point operations per second has 
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Fig. 1: The CUDA program model 

 

been growing at a rapid pace (Owens et al., 2007). 

Due to their highly parallel architecture, the 

programmable pixel pipeline of modern GPUs is 

capable of a theoretical peak performance that is an 

order of magnitude higher than CPU. An NVIDIA 

7900 GTX 512 has FLOPS rating of around 200 

Giga FLOPS compared to a high-end PC, which is 

capable of around 10 Giga FLOPS. Furthermore, 

GPU performance has been increasing by a factor 

of 2 to 2.5 per year, which is faster than the 

increase in CPU performance as predicted by 

Moore’s law. The high performance-to-cost ratio, 

rapid increase in performance and widespread 

availability of GPUs, which can deliver several 

times the performance of a single CPU, have 

propelled them to the forefront of high 

performance computing. The utility of GPUs has 

expanded beyond traditional graphics rendering. 

 

nVIDIA’s CUDA programming guide (Moreland 

and Angel, 2003) estimates CUDA hardware to be 

approximately 1000% faster than a Core2Duo. 

However Sunlight LB’s CUDA kernel achieved speed-

ups of 149% running on Gee Force 8800GTS and 119% 

on Gee Force 8800GT in relation to Intel’s Core2Duo. 

Hence, the port seems not to be programmed well 

enough to exhaust CUDA hardware’s power. This is 

caused by non-optimized memory access patterns of 

Sunlight LB’s core simulation functions from CUDA’s 

point of view (Ji and Wu, 2006). To achieve high 

performance on CUDA, it is very important for the 

GPU software to access data as big sequential blocks in 

GPU’s D-RAM memory (Owens et al., 2007). 

Traditional CPU software is not that dependent on 

block data access patterns, as the various caches of a 

modern CPU absorb this matter in a transparent way. If 

the desired algorithm is not adaptable to block access, 

the software must embed cache-like routines inside the 

GPU code for block wise loading and unloading of 

input and output data between GPU’s DRAM memory 

and share memory located on the GPU itself. Then the 

algorithm can access randomly to data inside the shared 

memory space without major performance penalty. The 

CUDA program model is shown as Fig. 1. 

 

THE METHODS OF GEOLOGY STATISTICS 

 

Among the present spatial data interpolation 

methods, the Kriging method is an optimal interpolation 

method, with an unbiased interpolated value and 

minimal estimation variance. Most of the 3D 

Visualization is using the Methods as spatial data 

interpolation method (Castrignan and Butta Fuoco, 

2004). By using the method of Kriging interpolation in 

Limited area, continuous reservoir data body can be 

obtained. Several forms of the Kriging interpolation 

method exist, such as the simple Kriging method, the 

ordinary Kriging method, the co-Kriging method, the 

stratified Kriging method and the nonlinear Kriging 

method. However, each form has particular 

characteristics and it is suitable for a specific task. In 

this study, an ordinary Kriging interpolating approach 

was used to construct the data body. Supposed that there 

are k kinds of rock faces (s1, s2, ..., sk) in the modeling 

area, we can define variable: 
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The probability of being the k faces for any 

modeling point is: P(Ik) = 1|Z(uα) = sα. ∀α. α could be 

the    area    which  concludes the points, the probability  
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Fig. 2: The common technological process of the 3D 
visualization model 

 

could be calculated by the formula below, by which the 

λα is the weight coefficient, it could be confirmed: 
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Before the geology model can be drawn on the 

computer, it should go through a series of coordinate 

transformation. The common technological process is 

shown in Fig. 2. 

Firstly, the mathematical description of the model 

can be preprocessed after reading it, set appropriate 

parameters such as length, width, etc. Then viewpoint 

to observe interested landscape is set. The description 

of how to observe the 3D model should be present after 

the construction. According to a series of coordinate 

transformation, the observation of 3D model can be 

observed in an appropriate position which is adapted to 

the viewpoint. In the observation process of 3D model, 

the observation way is up to the type of the projection 

transformation, different projection transformation get 

different 3D scene. The scene of transformation model 

is cut or zoom in the viewpoint transform which 

decides the whole3D model of the image on the screen. 

3D visual modeling of Reservoir can be divided into 

three layers on macroscopic: the data interface layer, 

business logic disposal layer and human-computer 

interaction layer (Fig. 3). 

The format of the data set (such as file, database) 

can be translated in the interface layer, then it would be 

loaded in the business logic disposal layer for 

processing to establish reservoir data model. Finally, 

the model results can be shown in human-computer 

interaction layer. Among them, the business logic 

disposal layer and divided into three main steps to 

complete: the tectonic modeling, sedimentary faces 

modeling and property modeling (usually in a phased 

conditions). 

 

Element copy kernel function design: The kernel 

function operation principle is that the CUDA program, 

which is designed to be a kernel, could be executed by 

sending to a grid. A number of blocks are contained in a 

grid and several threads could be executed by every 

block. The element copy kernel function declared 

below: 

 

-global-void   kernel  (float*  d-1, float* d-

2,float* d-3，float* d-4,float* d-5) 

 

The function which is defined by global would be a 

kernel function and it would be invoked in the host 

computer. This part could be transformed from CPU to 

GPU for parallel processing. The logging parameters 

would be transformed to the GPU by kernel function.  

The kernel function could be invoked like this: 

 

Dim3 grid (5, 5); 

Dim3 thread (BLOCKDIM X, BLOCKDIM Y); 

Kernel <<< grid, block >>> (d 1, d 2, d 3, d 4, d 5); 

 

The grid.x*grid.y is the amount which would be 

sent, thread.x* thread.y is the amount of threads in 

every block. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: The common technological process of the geology model 
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THE CODE DESIGN OF HOST IN 3D 

VISUALIZATION 

 

The processing results of logging data are not 
unique. It is not very complex to compare the results and 
discover the suited results, but the amount of the data 
involved in the modeling is enormous and a wide range 
of data could be processed. It would be unrealistic and 
low efficiency relying on the CPU only. Therefore, the 
logging data are considered to be arranged as matrix. 
The data should be mapped in the textures of GPU and 
the parallel and floating-point calculation could be 
processed. In our modeling, the data type is single 
floating-point and the amount of the wells is 968 and the 
logging data would be kept in two matrixes. The logging 
data is included in the matrix 1 and the 3D modeling 
dataset is included in the matrix 2. 

The progress of data generating in the CPU could 
be simple: 
 

float* a = (float*) malloc (size of (float)*W*H) 
 

The realistic general purpose of GPU needs to show 
the data by graphics and the mapping methods from 
matrix to texture should be limited by special grammar 
and format. Hence, the transformation of the data from 
CPU (HOST) to GPU (DEVICE) and the malloc of 
memory would have special format: 

CUDA SAFE CALL (cuda Malloc (void**) & d 1, 
sizeof (float)*W*H)) 

CUDA SAFE CALL (cuda Memcpy (d 1, a, sizeof 
(float)*W*Hcuda Memcpy Host to Device)) 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
The software and hardware environment is shown 

in Table 1. Briefly, the GPU is NVIDIA Gee Force 
8400M GS and the CPU is Intel Core2Duo 1.5 GHz, 
which run in different equipments owning same price. 
While the 3D visualization displays in the VS2005. The 
X-coordinate of reservoir modeling area is from 410km 
to 470km, the Y-coordinate is from 450km to 520km. 

In addition, for the purpose of comparing the speed 
of CPU and GPU, we have designed a method for speed 
testing. Due to the GPU data processing ability is far 
higher than the CPU and the display work can be 
accomplished soon after the compute, we should assign 
calculation amount to the GPU as mush as possible, the 
CPU only need to translate the data to the GPU. The 
GPU would send the data to CPU after the parallel 
computing is finished and calculation results is 
accomplished. So we just need to record the speed of 
CPU modeling test. 

The 3D modeling results consist of the running time 
under CPU/GPU and the corresponding speed-up is 
recorded in Table 2. To explain it more intuitively, Fig. 
4 draws the curves illustrating the comparison of 
running time between the CPU and GPU. The costing 
time in the CPU is from  44.786 to  72.556 ms, while the  

Table 1: Experimental environment and results 

Item  System environment 

GUP NVIDIA GeForce 8400 GS 
CPU  Intel Core2 duo 1.5 GHz 
RAM 2.0 GB 
OS Microsoft windows XP pro SP2 
IDE Microsoft visual studio 2005 visual ++ 
SDK NVIDIA CUDA toolkit 2.0beta 

NVIDIA CUDA SDK 2.0beta 
NVIDIA CUDA driver 2.0beta 

 
Table: 2 Comparison of 3D modeling runtime in CPU and GPU 

No. CPU (ms) GPU (ms) Speed-up 

1 56.245 20.542 2.738 
2 67.458 29.575 2.280 
3 44.786 26.455 1.692 
4 60.395 35.343 1.708 
5 72.556 32.546 2.229 
6 70.370 33.483 2.230 
7 65.735 29.476 1.951 
8 58.368 38.571 2.230 
9 58.465 34.280 1.513 
10 57.350 31.439 1.824 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4: Comparison of 3D modeling runtime in CPU and GPU 

 
costing time in the CPU is from 20.542 to 38.57ms, 

respetively. From these data, the acceleration using our 

approach is obvious and significant. 

Furthermore, the 3D modeling of restraint area, that 

with boundary and 1st section are shown in Fig. 5a to c 

respectively. The results show that the general purpose 

is suited for the processing of mass data. The logging 

data has a huge amount in our model and most of them 

are floating point data, where the display speed would 

be slow if only relying on CPU. We presented the 

methods of parallel processing by GPU with the same 

price to share the calculated amount and then the speed 

is accelerated. Hence, the general purpose of GPU could 

be an important and meaningful research. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

In this study, the GPU implementation of 3D 

Visualization in Reservoir Modeling System is 

discussed compared with the CPU implementation to 

clarify the performance gain of GPU co-processing. 

The results have shown that the approach is 

efficient   and    the    computing   load  of CPU is also 
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(a) The 3D modeling of restraint area 

 

 
 

(b) The 3D modeling of restraint area with boundary 
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(c) The 3D modeling of restraint area with 1st section 
 

Fig. 5: Screenshots of 3D modeling of restraint area 

 

alleviated. Using modern graphics processing units for 

no-graphics high performance computing is motivated 

by their enhanced programmability, attractive 

cost/performance ratio and incredible growth in speed. 

Although the pipeline of a modern Graphics Processing 

Unit (GPU) permits high throughput and more 

concurrency, they bring more complexities in analyzing 

the performance of GPU-based applications. 

In this study, we did not compare the performances 

of CPU which has more than double cores. Instead, we 

only restricted our comparison to dual-core. The use of 

a specific application programming interface might 

prove the calculation time through the use of a multi-

core CPU rather than a dual-core CPU (Spoerk et al., 

2007). The multi-threading implementation with 

effective load balancing between CPU and GPU will be 

investigated in our future work. 
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